An experimental investigation of Bénard-Marangoni convection has been performed in double immiscible liquid layers of rectangular configuration. The two kinds of liquid are lOcst silicon oil and FC-70 respectively. The velocity fields in the vertical cross-section are obtained by PIV. Flow patterns and/or temperature distributions on the horizontal interface are displayed by using thermal color liquid crystal (TLC), and the velocity distributions on the interface were also obtained with the help of the serial particle image of TCL. The evolution processes of convection are observed in the differential thickness ratio of two liquid layers, and the convection styles are discussed.
Introduction
The problem of convection in two superimposed layer of immiscible liquids has received much attention in recent years. There are many theoretical analyses and space experiment research in the field [1] [2] [3] 8] , because there are many kinds of multi-layer liquid phenomena in nature and industry application, and the heat and mass transfer and instability in this kind of system are still not much clear. Specially, not only on the ground but also in space, mantle method of crystal growth has shown a good future.
It is well known that, non-uniformity of the surface tension or interface tension is the cause of the formation of convective cells in Bénard-Marangoni convection. Besides it is refereed to the effect of gravitational force on the earth, and the effect of Bénard convection will be increased with increasing the depth of liquid layer in comparison with the thermocapillary effect. The effect of Bénard convection on the onset of convection may be neglected if the depth of liquid layer is small enough. In the single layer of liquid heated from below, the critical Marangoni number depending on the depth of liquid layer has been studied for the case where the Rayleigh number is small [4] . The hexagonal pattern of convection cell is usually the unique appearance and shows the pattern selection mechanism ofBénard -Marangoni convection. Koschmieder [5] and Dauby [6] observed the complex pattern such as the cell of triangular, square, five vertices and wedge-shaped etc., and subcritical circular concentric roll in the circular containers and diagonal cross creep in the square container were displayed in small containers. Temperature distributions on free surface always show a partial non-uniform as onset of convection, and actual motions of the cells in the fluid layer appear to be earlier than formation of temperature pattern on the surface [7] .
In the two layer of liquid heated from below, the thickness ratio of two liquid layers will become very important to convection instability or convection style. The relationship between critical convection and the thickness ratio of two liquid layers, and the relationship between critical convection and the thickness of two liquid layers are very complex because of simultaneous existence of thermocapillary effect and buoyancy effect. In comparison with the thermocapillary effect, the effect of buoyancy convection will relatively increase when the depth of the liquid layer increases. Because of the coupling of buoyancy effect and thermocapillary effect, the convection instability is much more complex than that in the microgravity environment. 2. Description of the apparatus and surveying.method Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram ofthe experimental cavity ofBénard-Marangoni convection. The horizontal cross-section of the container is rectangular with the size of lOOmmx4Omm. The lateral wall consists of transparent K9 glass for flow visualization and PIV application. If we need to obtain the temperature pattern and velocity pattern on the interface of two liquid layers by TCL Image, the top lid plane of the test cavity will be taken away and will be replaced with a transparent window that is composed of interlayer glass and cooling water can pass thought the interlayer. The end walls consist of two aluminum planes, of one industrial plastic plane and one brass plane to keep uniform temperature distribution on lower interface of liquid. The lower aluminum plane is heated by an electrical resistance film heater.
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus
The level accuracy of the top boundary of copper plane and the thickness of liquid layer were measured with the help of a metal needle, which was connected to a 3-D micropositioning system with accuracy 1 .O.tm (figure 2). After the depths of liquid layer at several points• in the rectangular container were measured, we not only obtained the average thickness of the liquid, but also, according to the deviation of the liquid depths, the level deviation of the apparatus can be adjusted to less than 10pm.
In the present experiment, the two kinds of immiscible liquid are lOcst silicon oil and FC-70 respectively. The temperature difference between the two layers of liquid was increased at a constant speed. The fluid will evolve from motionless to steady convection. Both measuring techniques of velocity field and temperature field were used. The velocity fields on the vertical cross section were obtained by particle image velocimetry (Ply). Convection pattern and Temperature patterns on the 3.4 The temperature pattern and velocity field on the horizontal interface Fig. 7 shows two color particle images of thermal color liquid crystal on the horizontal interface of two liquids. The particle images not only show the flow pattern but also contain the information of temperature distribution, because each hue value ofthe color images is corresponding to a temperature value. Besides, the velocity fields can be obtained from the TCL particle images by means of PIV technique as shown in Fig. 7 . That is, combining the TCL with PIV, we can know the flow pattern and temperature pattern on the same area and at the same time. (b) zlT=5.9VC
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